GIRDER TYPE T1
750mm DEEP

SECTION 1

GIRDER TYPE T2
1000mm DEEP

SECTION 1

GENERAL NOTES
- This drawing shall be read in conjunction with RMS Drawing No B0206, B0207 and B0213.
- Denotes dimension/sizes generally suitable but confirmation required by the designer.
- Denotes coupled bar.
- Denotes variable length bar.

Where bar sizes have been shown with the words MAX and MIN beside them, the designer shall provide details of bar size to be used in the design of the girder and these sizes shall be shown on the design drawings. Design drawings shall be prepared in accordance with Concrete Reinforcement Detailing Section of the RMS Structural Drafting and Detailing Manual.

General notes include:
- Actual bar marking of reinforcement, bar diameter and bar shapes shown here shall be followed where possible for consistency.
- This drawing shall be read in conjunction with RMS Drawing No B0206, B0207 and B0213.
- Denotes dimension/sizes generally suitable but confirmation required by the designer.
- Denotes coupled bar.
- Denotes variable length bar.

Where bar sizes have been shown with the words MAX and MIN beside them, the designer shall provide details of bar size to be used in the design of the girder and these sizes shall be shown on the design drawings. Design drawings shall be prepared in accordance with Concrete Reinforcement Detailing Section of the RMS Structural Drafting and Detailing Manual.